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Charles L. Cocke
Commemo~ated
Founder's Day at Hollins is a day devoted to honoring the memory of Charles
L. Cocke. February 21, the celebration
began with a meeting of the entire Hollins
community in the Little Theater. To the
strains of the Allegro by Saint· Saens, the
Seniors in their caps and 'gowns and the
faculty in their robes, filed down the aisle.
Miss Randolph introduced the Reverend
Mr. George Braxton Taylor, the college
chaplain, who gave the invocation. The
String Quartet, composed of students and
faculty members, played the Andante
Cantabile, by Tschaikowsky.
A problem ever in our minds, the organization of peace, was the subjcct of the
address given by Dr. Sarah Wambaugh.
Dr. Wambaugh stated that America is
now in a position to do something to back
the 'League of Nations. In order to make
the League more effective, an international
police force would help to solve the
problem of keeping the nations of the
world at peace.
After this address, the student body
sang the Founder's Day hymn and the
Rev. Mr. Taylor pronounced the benediction. Mendelssohn's Andante closed
the ceremony and the students and visitors
gathered on the steps of the Little Theater
to watch the seniors pass with wreaths for
the graves of Charles Lewis Cocke and
his daughter, Matty L. Cocke, Hollins'
second president.
In the afternoon two round-table discussions were held: one for the seniors
and alumna! and the other for the rest
of the student body. These discussions
were under the auspices of Miss Wambaugh and they dealt with the international affairs of the day. The traditional
Founder's Day banquet took place that
evening. Rosa Batte Hodges, president
of Student Government, acted as mistress
of ceremonies. The speeches given were
divided into three classes, dealing with the
past, the ' present, and the future of Hollins. Miss Mary Williamson, speaking
of the past, stated that the past helps to
shape the future. She told of the first
campaign in 1923 for an endowment and
she endeavored to give us an idea how
much Mr. Turner had done for Hollins.
Miss Mary B. Long dealt with the present.
She said that the main aspect of a small
woman's college was to teach its girls
"to learn to know a good man when she
saw one," but that a woman need not be
sheltered always but "might 'be a good
man herself." To deal with the future, we
(Continued on Page 5)
-----%---

Dowell Speaks on
Democracy ill Wartime
Dr. E . Foster Dowell spoke to the Hollins Student Forum February 27 on "Civil
Liberties in Wartime." Dr. Dowell said
that the unity of opinion stressed in wartime was opposed in spirit to the philosophy of the Bill of Rights based on
tolerance of individuals on group opinions
differing from those of the majority. He
quoted Senator LaFollette, of Wisconsin:
"War kills democracy. Men cannot speak,
talk or write freely ... If we enter the
war: our own democracy will be the first
casualty. .. There is every reason to fear
that we may have dictatorship in
America I" According to Dr. Dowell, we
should fear a repetition of some of the
events of the last war. He cited the case
of the Reverend Clarence H. Waldron,
of Windsor, Vermont; who was sen~enced
to fifteen years in prison for handmg to
five persons a pamphlet declaring it "unChristian" to fight ,and kill.
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Three Colleges
Meet in
Tayloe Gym

Tri-College Sport. Day

SPORTS DAY INITIATED
On Saturday, February 24, RandolphMacon and Sweet Briar girls invaded our
campus for the play day which had been
announced for weeks by posters all over
the campus. After registering in the gym
they were taken for a tour of the campus
by student hostesses. Lunch in the dining
room was followed at one o'clock by a
basket ball movie in Presser Hall auditorium. The games began at two o'clock
and lasted until five with each team playing two twenty-minute games. In t~e
opening game, which was between our
Odd team and Sweet Briar's Eyen team,
J ant! Cauble made the first basket. Members 01 the Odd team were Jane Cauble,
right forward; Ann Trimble, center forwatd; Freddie Metcalf, left forward;
Marcia Earl, right guard; Paige Martin,
center gua'rd, and India Dunnington, lcft
g~ard, with Ruth Whitney and Val Kuntz
as substitutes.
The Even team was made up of Rosa
Batte Hodges, left forward; Kitty Lee
Palmer, center forward; Mar:tha Elam,'
right forward; Susanna Farley, right
gu:lrd; Amy Redfield, center guard, and
Dot Rountree, left guard, with Bunny
Rohner and Anne Hall as substitutes.
The players were served supper in Keller
and a stunt depicting "Forwards Through
tht Ages" ended the Tri-College Play
Day.

Student Art
Exhibited in
Presser Hall
During the week of February 18-24,
the first semester's work of the art department was on exhibit in Presser Hall
auditorium. This student exhibition ineluded still-life compositions in oils, tempera, oil tempera, and fresco.
Paintings from the Art 10 class were all
compositions of still-IHe, such as spirals
and balls, vascs, china and silver against
drapes. Thosc students ' whose work was
exhibited were Karen Hall, Kitty Grady,
Virginia Wilson, Sally Lansdalc, Norval
Henley, Margaret Hayworth, Beverly
Smith and Lucy Kenney. From the Art
20 class came portraits in oils from life
by Ruth Hannah, Sally Davis and Margaret Roethke; from the Art 40 class
portraits by Lucy Fowlkes.
Less conventional media that were exhibited were tempera, oil tempera, and
fresco. This first type was found in the
works of Peggy Gillis, Betty Colcock,
and Virgi;1ia Lewis. Technically, these
'cxamples of tempera painting conform
closely with the method set forth in fourteenth century "Libro dell' Arte" of Cinnino Cinni~i. Oil tempera painting is a
modification of a sixteenth century technique which is another media in which
Betty Colcock painted. Fresco is a method
devised by the contemporary Mexican
artist, Diego Rivera. Frances Lunsford
and Adelia Slesser entered frescos in the
exhibition.

Ten Freshm,e n
On Honor List
Ten freshmen have "hitched their wagon
to a star" and have made the Freshman
Honor List, which was started this year
at Hollins to honor the freshmen who
have done 0 ttstaml" ' g work the first
semester. It was passed last fall by the
curriculum committee to have the Freshman Honor List to encourage frtshmen
to do better work and to give some honor
to those who got off to a good start. To
make the honor list in the reach of more,
the requirements were set at an average
of 2.0 merit points for each hour of work.
This honor list should act as a stepping
stone to the Dean's List, which requires
an average of 2.3 merit points for the
whqle session.
The Freshmen who have averaged 2.0
or more merit points for each hour of
work taken during the first semester are:
Bernard Berkeley, Elise Groos, Susan
Hildreth, Katherine Arm Low, Anne McClenny, Katherine McKee, Peggy Rob..:
erts, Betty Lee Sams, Margaret Smith,
and Charlotte Wilson.

~~Moor-Born"

in Rehearsal

The annual spring play of the Dramatic
Association is scheduled to be presented
on March 16, the curtain rising at 8 :30
P. M. This year the play is Moor-Born,
a. drama of the lives of the Bront;;
sisters. As a play presented by The Playhouse in New York in 1934, it won wide
acclaim from such authors as William
Rosc Benet, Christopher Morley and Blair
Niles.
Although all the classes tried out for
the play thc roles are mainly filled by
Freshmen. The cast includes Anne Stainback as Anne, Betsy Bath as Emily,
Lucille Culbert as Charlotte, Bobbie Scanlon as Martha, and Lucille Lyons as
Tabby. The male members of the faculty
are again lending their talents with Mr.
Humeston as Branwell, Mr. Talbert as
Reverend Bronte, and Mr. Shaffer as
Christopher. Under the able direction of
Miss Blair and the student coach, Nancy
Campbell, Moor-Bam is already in rehearsal.
The theme of Moor-Born is that of
The following are the students who the "ironical sacrifices" which the three
have averaged 2.3 or more merit points Bronte sisters, Emily, Anne and Charfor each hour of work last. semester- lotte, make for their dissolute brother,
Senior Class: Marie Leona Bisese, Ruth Branwell. Beginning with the publicaHannah, Frances McCathrall, Suzanne tions of their poems, the play carries the
McCoy and Caroline Taylor; Junior tragic lives of the Brontes through three
Class: Frcdcrica Metcalfe and Mary ycars, ending ill the death of Emily. Just
Harper Ricketts; Sophomore Class: Anne before her death, Emily, in a supreme
Armistead, Jeanne Bailey, Anne Folkes' sacrifice for Branwell, gives thc authorand Sarah Graydon. Those who maintain , ship of Wuthering Heights to him in the
this average of 2.3 merit points for the form of a poem. Charlotte, however,
whole session of 1939-40 will be classed burns the poem, thus destroying any
.
as Honor Students.
ch ance f or Br an we II t 0 ""n
JOi the Immortals" as he always wished to do.
----0>----

Nine New Members
Taken Into Freya
Around the corner by the Science Hall
at midnight Wedncsday came the old and
new' members of Freya in solemn procession to add a fitting climax to , the
spirit of Founder's Day. Shielding their
lighted candles from the wind, they walked
around the quadrangle and then faded
silently back into the darkness. The
whole campus eagerly watched this procession, anxious to discover who the new
members were. Much to everyone's sur-

NUMBER

9

Freshmen Give
Opinions
Because thi is the freshman issue of
ST ' D~:N T LrFE wc decided that we would
likc very much to show you other members
of the college community just how you
rate with us.
Since thc beginning of our college
caree r you have been thoughtful, friendly
and kind. \\' hen we first came we were
very gr en and very timid. We all had
fcars about whether we'd make friends,
how wc'd ucceed in our studies, and college life in gencral. Most of us were
coming to a place where we didn't know
a soul, not even our roommates, and we
were wondering if we would have anyone
to turn to if we needed help. It's a rather
terrifying expericnce being a freshman
for thosc first few weeks ,
But when we got here we found that
wc had no cau e to worry. You greeted
us in a \'cry friendly . way and we were
made to f cel right at home. You took us
to our rooms, to the business office, to
he post offic e, and to that popular room,
Keller. You showed us the tea house, and
thus started our careers as tea-house
trotters. You answered all our questiqns,
no matter how silly they may have seemed
to ~ou, and got us into the swing of
things quickly. You helped in the aUimportant matriculation, yet all the while
you inspired awe in us which still persists.
Th,erefore, to show you our true opinion
wc have taken a poll to decide who rates
highest with us in different respects. Not
all the qualities we'd like to have are in
the poll for not all the good qualities we
have found prevalent in you are tangible
enough to put down on paper. But we
would like to take this opportunity to
thank you, as a whole, for all the patience,
kindness, and thoughtfulness you showed
us.
RESULTS OF THE POLL

Typical Hollins Girl ....... Ruth Dennett
Best Looking .. ........... Teet Hendrix
Best Dressed ........... Cynthia Collings
Best Athlete ................. Anne Ha"ll
Best Dancer ....... Mary Virginia Butler
Most Amusing ............. Pug Howard
Best Figure ............... Dot Rountree
Most Studious .......... Suzanne McCoy
Most Poised ......... Rosa Batte Hodges
Most Versatile ....... Rosa Batte Hodges
Best Sense of Humor ...... Barbara Rudd
Most Personality .......... Ann Brinkley
Most Likely to Succeed. Kitty Lee Palmer
First to be Married ..... Nancy Campbell
----<~>-----

Hollins Riders
Dance at Tech
The girls of the Hollins Riding Club
who wcnt over to V. P. I. this 'p ast weekend at the invitation of the Block and
Bridle Club, were Sarah Lee Sullivan,
Ann Hall, Sybil Graham, Lucy Sasscer,
Lucy Fowlkes, Molly Weeks, Shirley
Henn, Martha Bowman, Fritza von
Lel~gerke and Nancy Taylor.
A dance, from nine o'clock to twelve
o'clock, was given by the Block and
Bridle Saturday night for the Hollins
club and the club of Southern Seminary,
represented by 40 of its members. Sunday
morning the "clubs inspected the horses
kept by the Horse Husbandry department
of V. P. I. as the last official act of the

prise, nine figures robed in red followed
their leader. Feeling that the organization was becoming limited to too small
a number, the old members decided to
change the requirements, placing less emphasis on scholastic achievement, and
more on spirit and leadership. Those
girls selected were:
Nancy Campbell, Jane Cauble, Lucy
Fowlkes, Eloise Hendrix, Marjorie meeting of the Hollins Riding Club, the
Howard, Fritza von Lengerke, Kitty Lee Southern Seminary Riding Club and
Palmer, Frances Peters and Helen Walsh. Block and Bridle Club.
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not attempt to define the position for which a particular student is suited,
it can" and does provide information on vocations and professions of
special interest to college graduates. In group meetings held on the
Publishtd forltlightly duritlg Iht colltgt yttw
campus from time to time, a speaker familiar with a given occupation
by a slaff compostd ttltirtly of stvtinlts
describes possible positions within her field, the personal and educational
qualifications required, the schools and apprentice work through which
EDITORIAL STAFF
additional training is given, and the wage or salary paid.
Two meetings of this kind have been held this year. Twenty-five
SU S A;>I I Ir LllRETH ... .. . . .. .••.... .... .•...••• .. •. •• • ••...• • ••• , . •.••• ••.. .Edilor
. C b
F
] UDY BARROW .........................•.•................... . .. Associale Edit01' gtu d ents f rom a II c Iasses came to hear Miss Juha
0 urn talk on ashion
A" NE RIGGs . ................ . ......... . .•...... ...... ...•. .. ... .. . News Edilor
Careers and nine heard Miss Coates discuss secretarial work. In the
B Oil ilY SCA"LA" ... .. ... . .. . . . ....... .. .. .. ........ . ............ Ma"agi"g Edilor
spring the committee expects to bring to the campus a man in the field
EM M I' NEILEY .... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Coli.."", Edilor
of radio · and women well acquainted with social work, teaching, nursing,
scientific research, journalism and commercial art. These fields do not
BUS INESS STAFF

Hollins Student Life

MARY

Ma"ager exhaust, however, the possible occupations open to women. In the
Dislribulor magazine room in the Library a monthly magazine called Occupations
and a slip sheet on ltV 01llr1t's rtV ork alld Edllcati01I describe, for instance,
the work of a schoo l psychologist, an industrial consultant, a chemical
secretary, a landscapc architect or an assistant in the Brooklyn ChilCARTER

JA NE H ESS . . . . . . . .... . . . . . ... ... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . Cirwlaliolf.
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dren's Museum. Some of these rcquire additional training after a liberal
arts education. Others can be entered immediately after college. But
they all require energy, ambition, initiative and .a solid educational
foundation.
J n presenting this info rmation to students the committee is not focusing
its attention primarily on seniors. Freshmen and sophomores may well
find out that their four years will bring them not only a liberal education
but also an opportunity aftcr college to combine English and Art in a firstrate job with an art nluseum or Chemistry and languages in translating
research documents, or languages and Economics in the .f oreign depart-

ment of a bank.
Thus the committee provides information for students in general. Every
Th, tdilorial staff wishes 10 dra." alieni ion 10 tht fact thai: (1) Otlly sigtlld year also a special vocational consultant comes to Hollins for 'personal
articles will be published in Ihe Forum, although tht Mine of th, writ" will bt k _ interviews with those who want individual advice. This consultant, being
.
fi
only to the tdilors and will not be published .. (2) lilt staff r,strvtS tht righl to with- actIvely
engaged in nding work for college graduates, will have in mind
,
hold from publication any arlicle which i/ deems unsuilablt for publication, and
currently offered and the way to begin finding the specific
.lositions
l
(3) tht slaff does nol assu",e responsibility for opinions txpressed in Forum artjclts.
work desired.
You may have already chosen an occupation toward which to work, or
you may think you will need a year of "rest" or you may be undecided.
But, iii my opinion, some real experience in earning a living will prove
invaluable even if you do not make sllch work the career of a lifetime.
Too much attention to inconsequential things is as e ffective a drug to -KATHLEEN C. JACKSON, Chairmall, Vocational Guidance Committee.
the mind as any we know. By centering our lives about inconsequential
THE GOLDEl\ MEAN

things we become oblivious to truly significant influences. The value of
libraries, mu s eums, and concerts is all too frequently negated by the
lure o f m o vies, bridge, cocktail parties and animated conversation about
Glenn Miller, who made what, etc. llut though, of course, all such
pleasantries have their place in a well-rounded life, all too often students
allow them to sn uff out or stifle their desire for those deeper and more
lasting satisfactions which a college education is supposed to foster.
.
Acting a s if their own lives were the center of the universe, they remam
blissfully ignorant of the world-shaking events n ow threatening to w reck
the very world they will enter upo n leaving college. Their families, their
friend s, and their o wn pleasures occupy so much of their time that when
. f onne d , we II -roUll d e d
. no sense t I1e we II -111
they leave college th ey are 111
individuals they are supposed to be after four years in a liberal arts
college.
Take our ow n campus for inst a nce. lIow many of u s know when not
to linger in Keller , or when not to accept J ane's offer of a "coke" at the
Tea I·Iollse? A I1Cl how about still another trip to the A merican or the
Grandin in Hoanoke? O r to com e still closer, ho w about the radio in
your room when Hal Kemp o r Tom my Dorsey is playing, or Ellery
Q ueen is do wn for a n especially exciting mystery? Little wonder so many
of us come to feel , at tim es, that college is not what it is supposed to be,
i,; altogether futile a nd study is downright drudgery. As a rule, of course,
such a j oyles s, meager state of mind r esults from o ur over-emphasis on
" getting and spendin g." Skimming s urfaces when we should be digging
in deeper , we fail to profit as we should from the more g enuine academic
di sciplincs. Hollin s, like ever y good coll ege, has for its primary aim the
mental anel s piritual development of its students -indiv iduals who can
think and can honestly cla im to be in tellectua lly curious. It is quite
important, therefore, that more o f u s take much more seriously what the
Greeks liked to call th e "golden mean."

GUEST EDITORIAL
A se nior sai d to m c the o th e r d ay, "Everyone asks me what I'm going
to do after 1 g raduate. That questio n irritates w e, because I don't know.
1 have no an swer, ~o [ make up o ne, a di fferent one every time." Many
scniors in college a r e pro bably in just thi s frame of mind. For some
favored student s, o f cou r se, a definite talent or a t remendolls drive to be
a scientist o r teacher is a ready-made answer to the next step after
college. For o th er s, the yea r after graduation will be spent in social
activities. Dut many women who desire t o enter some occupation at which
they call earn a living, have no particular ability and for want of a real
o bjecti ve they turn to sec r etarial work.
T o m eet the need s o f these student s there is on the Hollins campus a
faculty comllllttee 0 11 vocationa l gmdance. Though the comm:ttee does
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IIUnder the Dome II
1. The full moon Wednesday night
made Hollins campus go up in sighs. The
reactions were numerous but of all Ro
Dameron's was the most obvious. Telegrams are expensive propositions but even
this fact couldn't keep Ro from reminding Jack of the beautiful moon and all
it stands for.
2. A certain member of the entertaining
committee after the departure of Sweet
Briar said, "You can't say we didn't show
those Sweet Briar girls a good time.
Rabbits nothing! Those wolves just
snaked my man."
3. Miss MacArthur advised her Religion 10 class not only to know what
your man says but to watch his approach.
4. Molly Weeks informed us with becoming shyness that she preferred the
third floor of the infirmary because by
that time the stethoscope was warm.
5. A confused Freshman, after plowing
through The Rclum oflhe Nalive, told
her teacher that she was unable to get her
fu ll meaning until she knew what the
eleventh cQll1mandment was.
6. Tonie, in her motherly fashion, gave
a few of us Freshmen a little good advice
as to how to get rid of unwanted blind
dates. Just throw a fit; it always works.
7. Mr. Cocke said that the reason HolIins girls are so cute is that he rejects
any who do not send in good-looking
pictures. Book sense is not all we need
to get into Hollins.
8. It's no wonder that Betty Wade
rus hed over to the infirmary to see Emmy
Lou without even stopping for lunch, since
she was met at the door by Martin who
told her that they had been giving her
formaldehyde.
9. Date: "Sweet Briar came over today, didn't they?"
Hollins Girl: "Yes, they were pretty
sophisticated, too. I guess they have all

1'-STU
---------------------------....;.--""'
DEN T FOR U M 1
1
,

February, a year ago, m os t of u s were looking over catalogues from
many schools. Of course, in the Hollins catalogue we read the historical
sketch of the college and also about Founder's Day. Charles Lewis Cocke
was just another name and the account of the growth and struggles of
the college was just another page in a catalogue to be read. After we
decided to come to Hollins we received hand-books. From this we learned
a little m o re about Founder's Day and its traditions . From al umna! and
stue1ents lIlany 0 f us I1acII1eard 0 f t Ile customs of the day before we arrived
at Hollins. We knew that the senio rs placed wreaths on the grave of the
founder, that they sang on the library .steps at eleven at night. Still t~y
were little more to us than interesting stories. But now, we, too, can share
that common uplifting feeling amo ng all Hollins students when Founder's
D
d N ow It
. I1as a true mean111g
.
ay 'IS men t'lOne.
to us gat h ere d .f rom the

gone now, though."
Date ( looking around Keller) : "Yes, I
guess they have."
10. The feeble-minded Freshmen have
resorted to playing "animal, vegetable,
mineral." We said "mineral." The feeblest minded in a feebler voice, "Is it a
member of the faculty?"
II. The Upper Classmen are carving
their epitaphs early. As we sit in history,
large letters announce, on seat B, first
row, "Here lies the great McCleskey."
12. The gals who staff this fortnightly
paper of news feel that Mary Jane Hess
should be distributing manager as a duty
to her avoirdupois.
13. During Founder's Day dinner, some
small soul asked politely for milk. She
was told in a firm tone that only Seniors
had
milk. results.
She triedDo
theyou
coffee
angle bribe
with
the same
Seniors

many impressiolls we received from Founder's Day of 1940.
the waiters?
One of the most important things that we learned was of the courage
14. Perhaps it is time wc found ourand faith of Charles Lewis Cocke, who founded Hollins, the third college se lves capable of knowing a good man
for women in the united States. We were told of his struggles and when we see one. That is if we could
sec one.

hardships in building up this institutio n. vVhen we heard that he gave up
a promising career a s professor in Hichmond College to take over what
!Vas then the Valley union Seminary in order that he might make possible
nis dream fo r higher education for women, this man really lived before us.
The unkept grounds, the small ' buildings, and the poor equipment of the
Valley Union Seminary were pictured to us. It was then that we realized

Have you met the first transfer from
Carolina. I.ucy MyCane, who gave support
to an alcoholic baby. She is now recuperating on third West.
Flash! The latest news report! Warrenton. N. C., is awaiting with open arms
-and we do mean open-the arrival of
what determination Mr. Cocke must have had to have built up such a fine seventeen sagacious, sweet, superb, sanctischool as Hollins is today. \Ve understand now when one says that he is a fied, supersillyous Seniors, who will return
great inspiration to all of the Hollins community.
i sorry, sad, subdued and saturated.
Another thing that impressed us was the close feeling' among all who
WAX AND WAX.
are a part of Hollins. Not since we had been at Hollins had ' we been
made to feel in s uch a strong way that we were part of one closely-knit
Founder's Day did make many
body. This feeling must have begun when we stood in front of the Little impressions on us . But all 0 f us
Theater watching the seniors carry wreaths to place on the graves of the agree that the character of Charles
founder and his daughter, Miss Matty Cocke, second president of Hollins. Lewis Cocke and the common love
Thi s close feeling was still stronger at the banquet when students, faculty for Hollins of all who are a part of
and alumna! met together to honor Mr. Cocke. Here we realized that all it will stand out in our memories
three groups had a common heritage, rich in custom and tradition. Again longest. As we sang the Founder's
that night thi s feeling was perpetuated when we heard the seniors singing Day hymn in the Little Theater on
on the library steps. They were singing as representatives of the whole the morning of February 21, 1940,
student body to honor the founder and to express love for Hollins which we realized that the dream of the
had been growing in their hearts for four years. After seeing these dreamer had not been lost and we
customs carried out, of which we had often heard, we found that we resolved to a lways try to fulfill his
w e re begll1mng to love Holhns, as a true Holhns girl should, too.
dreams as best we could.

Ehrlich Opens
"CQnj'ucius Say" lakes Sweep Country
Opera Company
Program of
lake Turned on Wisecrackers Presents
Human Adventure
"The Gondoliers"
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IHollins on the Go I
By

MARGAn"!' HAYWORTH

Not so long ago the wits of the country
were "knock-knocking" everywhere. Now
they've prefaced their witticisms with
"Confucius say" and these sayings have
taken us by storm. The joke, however,
is on the wisecrackers, for Confucius was
not a wit. He was a very serious man
who laught politics and et hics in China
about 2,500 years ago. He is credited with
having said such things as "Sorrow not
at being unknown, but seek to be worthy
of note," and "A heart set on love can
do no wrong." He was a sort of Chinese
"Poor Richard."

If east is east and west is west, where
go to Keller or, (or that matter, any
IS the twa in ? This age-old query was
place where there is a gathering, you will
answered this week-end-the twain was
undoubtedly hear the latest "Confucius
I n the studies and laboratories of the
On
Saturday
evening,
March
8,
the
found to be on the twack waiting to carry
Say." After one day's supply is exhausted
world's universities, researches are going
Gilbert
and
Sullivan
Light
Opera
Comthe
many charming and popular young
people wait breathlessly for the next day's
on which profoundly affect the future of
pany
of
Roanoke
will
present
the
opera,
Hollins
girls in a ll directions. ('Course.
mail so that another list may be spieled
man but which the layman seldom, p~r
"The
Gondoliers,"
in
the
Hollins
Little
we
don't
mean to be slighting the f1ectoff to insure one's continued popularity.
haps never, hears about.
Theater. This is the sixth annual per- footed Greyhound-he did his share, too.)
These thrilling, human, and hidden
"Confucius say, some girls go to college formance which the company has givcn
Four o f our "infant prodigies" went
stories, will be dramatized in a special
to pursue learning, others to learn pur- here.
far, far away-to Washington and Anseries of radio programs dedicated to the
suing." The truth of this saying may be
Two people from Hollins College will
role played by universities in human
seen in Keller on Saturday night. How- take principal roles in "The Gondoliers." napolis. Shirley Scott visited at Mount
progress. The series will be presented by
ever, you girls who are great conver- Miss Frieda Ilmer; a member of the Vernon, while Emmy Neiley, Patsy Boyd
the Columbia Broadcasting System in cosationalists remember, "Confucius say, faculty, will sing the soprano role. and Frances Vaughn gave the Midshipoperation with the University of Chicago.
girl who speaks volumes end up on shelf." Fiametta, and Mr. Charles Lewis Cocke men the once-over. Emmy Neiley wired
~t the ri~ old age of nineteen, Con- Let that be a warning. It might be a good
back to school her first impression imAfter an eight-week trial period last
will take the tenor role, Luiz. This Gilsummer, the series, called" The Human fUCIUS marned. He had one son and two idea for those of yo.! who don't knit to
mediately after her arrival, bright and
bert and Sullivan opera will be directed
Adventure," opens on CBS on February daughters. Not being the fami ly type, he take it up for a while because "Confucius
ea rly- probably too early for clear thinkby
Mr. Robert Griffy, director of music
4 for an indefinite number of broadcasts. left his wife and his position as a minor say, knitting gives women something to
illg- Saturday morn ing. I quote, "Washat Jefferson High School, 111 Roanoke.
"The test last summer in 'The Human office-holder, to teach. Much of his wis- think about when they arc talking."
Miss Sully Hayward, who has been with ingtoll, Annapolis, men, uniforms, I'm
Adventure' series," says William B. dom was secondhand. Although he
Since spring is in the ai r and in spring the company since it began in 1935, will CO il fused."
Benton, vice president of the University assembled four of the five Chinese classics a young man's fancy turns to thoughts of
There were others who were less faract as dramatic coach again this year and
of Chicago and originator of the series, his original work is very unimpressive love a bit of advice. "Confucius say, when
sighted
and anticipated excitcment closer
Mrs. Charles Lewis Cocke will direct the
'indicated the vital interest of the Ameri- and his fame is due to the disciples who best girl sends oceans of love time to
home. Among those who favored V. M. I.
ensembles.
can public in the work of our universities. clustered around him. Among other say- grab life preserver." So all young men
A representative of the company will were Zora de Arellano, Anne Riggs, Mary
It also showed us what .points 10 the ings sa id to have issued from his illus- beware for "Confucius say, women, like
sell
tickets on campus for two days be- Jean Campbell, Pat Fletcher, Nancy
trious mouth are:
program could be strengthened."
putty, hard to get off hands."
fore
the performance of "The Gon- Blackburn, Virginia Martin, Kitty Grady,
The opening program will tell the
"There is danger in a glib tongue."
doliers,"
which is the most colorful of all Pat Wadsworth, Helen Walsh, Robin AtNow
to
turn
to
the
more
serious
vein
stories of Paul Ehrlich and Guglielmo
.. A man of worth can always talk, but of college life. Making friends is one the Gilbert and Sullivan operas.
kinson, Mary Hart Flemming, Leacy
Marconi. It will be titled" The Useful. talk ers are not always men of worth."
Tucker,
Norma Rose, Ethel Richardson,
of the most important things to be gained
ness of Useless Knowledge."
and
Rosella
Dameron. Quite an exodus
"Meet evil with justice, meet good from college. So if you want to make
- - --<.e>-- -Paul Ehrlich was fascinated by color.
from
Hollins!
Must have made those
with good."
f'
d
b
"C
.
n en 5, rem em er
OllfUCIUS say, a
As a scientist, his interest in color led him
in three-quarter time
masculine
hearts
beat
The witty Confucius sayings in America friend in need is a friend indeed, unless
nto research in the chemical constituents
at
the
dances.
To
say
your wandering
may be attributed to that, popular Broad- friend need five dollars." So don't ruin
of different organic dyes.
reporter
was
vexed
would
be putting it
Eventually, his expe.riments with diff- way columnist, Walter Winchell. He your friendships by sponging, for "CanmIldly. The following telegram was repicked
them
up
while
reading
Confucius
fucius
say,
best
way
to
wipe
out
frienderent combinations m this realm of
ceived from Lexington, "Whee whoopee
chemistry brought him to a compound and for over a year has been using them ship, sponge on it." Also remember,
colossal superb 'wonderful what a weekChemical Analy.i. 01 Woman
in
his
column.
At
first
they
caused
no
"Confucius
say,
he
who
minds
own
busiwhich he named 606. This turned out
end-collect," signed Black and Martin.
to be one of the first synthetic chemical excitement at all, then some comedians ness usually has good one."
Symbol : \Vo-member of human fam1' h R
'
1
e iding Club of Hollins was the
among
them
Jack
Benny
and
Fred
Allen:
Some
of
you,
no
doubt,
have
been
compounds valuable in the treatment of
I y.
specia
l guests of the mounties at V. P. I.
caught
on
to
the
trick
and
began
to
use
worrying
about
your
marks.
Maybe
you
a specific disease, in this case, syphilis.
' as members bf the club
Occurrence: Can be found an~vller"
J •
~ Th ose a t ten d mg
The path which Ehrlich followed, ac- them. The rage caught on and now every- didn't get all A's or B's. Well, don't worry man exists.
were Fritza von Lengerke, Lucy Sasscer,
cording to Mr. Benton, is the most human body is using them. On the streets hawkers about it, for "Confucius say, worry, like
Physical Properties: All colors and Sarah ~ Sullivan, Shirley Henn, Nancy
of all paths open to man-the pursuit of peddle Confucius sheets and there is even magnifying glass, make little things look
knowledge for its own sake. The univer- a song hit "C~nfucius Say," in~oduced I~ig.". And for heaven's sake don't stay up sizes; always appears in disguised con- Taylor, Molly Weeks, Suzanne McCoy,
sities of the world are devoted to that by Guy Lombardo. Columns are put out all mght to study, ~cause "Confucius say, dition, with surface of face covered with Lucy Fowlkes, Anne Hall, Martha Bowpursuit.
m dally papers offering money prizes to bags under eyes cannot be checked over- coat of paint or layer of powder or some- man and Sybil Graham. The following
A Yale graduate, whose parents were ~he person who contributes the best say- night." You'll come out all right in 'the times both; melts when properly treated; telegram JS quoted exactly, "Buck up
both college teachers, Benton is former mgs that day. But to top it off, a "Con- end. As Confucius so ably puts it "To freezes at any moment; boils at nothing Holl Call, all hail-exhale. No parking
place; no fire escapes; lights dim, courhead of the advertising firm of Benton fuci us Say" spring dress was shown in a get ahead in the world one must be' born and very bitter if not used correctly.
?hemical
Properties:
Extremely tesy demands it, law requires it, while anand Bowles, combining a reverence for show 111 Chicago. Thus his popularity with one:" So study, but don't overacademic achievement with great exper- grows.
work yourselves, because "Confucius say, a~tlve; pos ~esses great affinity for gold, other redskin bit the dust as hayburners
ience in the technique and potentialities
To get down to our own little com- why fight for head of class since teach SIlver, platmum, or precious stones of blindly headed for last round-up. Tallyany kind; violent reaction when left alone ho, a way we go to Block and Bridle
of professional radio. Sherman Dryer, munity at Hollins, almost any time you same thing at each end."
by man; able to absorb all sorts of ex- clic.kety, clickety, clickety, plop-we hope.':
of the University of Chicago, is in charge
of resea!ch and script · writing. Brewster
pen.sive foods; turns green when placed ThJS contribution was signed Winnie
Morgan directs the programs for CBS,
bes '.de better appearing sample; ages very Neig~ and Charlie Horse. Vying with
while l:{oward
Barlow
conducts
the
music.
rapIdly;
fre sh variety has great magnetic the nders were Louise Buse and Kitty
t ••
In presenting "The Human Advenattraction; high explosive and likely to Anderson. Aileen Doolan went to W. &
ture/'
{'editor" acts as narrator and
he dangerous in inexperienced hands.- L. I wonder if any of the belles attending
explain.< the baCkground of tpe stories,
The BrOl •.wille Mirror.
the dances felt that their dates' "feet
were too big I"
which ' are dramatized in two scenes, to
make 'fbr simplicity and clarity. Not
They sell I IIIe off to co llege
. Several went to the land of the midonly scientific researches, but literary,
To make a lady of IIIe.
night fun-mean ing Hampden-Sydney.
historical, musical, and linguistic advenBeside the two movies which have been
Thes: ~ere Myra Topping, Kitty Taylor,
I cramllled "'>I head with klJowledge'
tures are described on the program.
I shown lately at the H ollins Little Theater
010, J was slllarl a.r smarl could be. '
Maqone Anne Swann and Hariette Marthere is another movie program scheduled
tin: Phyllis McCue and "Mickey" Payne
Theil hom" I came a-Irooping
On Thursday, the day a fter F ounder's
-------<$) - - - - for the first part of March.
'
Diplo",a ,'n my hand,
paId Charlottesville a visit; Virginia
On February 24th, in connection with Day, the alumn;e, who had been much in
K,dd, RIchmond. The president of the
To filld Ilrat while I'd gol my learnitlg
the Tri-Collcge Sports Day, a basket ball evidence the day before, went into secluneophytes, otherwise known as Betty
S omeonc else had gol my IIIar•.
movie, sponsored by the Physical Educa- sIon. They turned their attention from
Hunt Murray, returned to a class reunion
- The Jo/",sonu",.
tion Department, was shown in Presser the days of Charles Lewis Cocke to the
at ~alem Academy and then on to High
Hall auditorium. Thc second in the series problems and interests of today. In the
POll1t. What is it about High Point that
, ponsored by Orchesis and the Physicai morning, at an open meeting of the
draws the interest of so many people?
Education Department, was a film of Alumn;e Advisory Council, at which Mrs.
NolV that we have come to the end of
Ano.her Poll
modern dance, shown on Monday, Feb- Kathleen Kelly Hooks presided, Dr.
?,ur.
l i~~le travel talk, I regretfully say
rua ry 26. The dancers (incidentally they Theodore Jack, President of RandolphNow
"College
Topics"
held
a
poll
adIeu
and hope that we shall again meet
gave a recital at Hollins last year) were Macon Woman's College, spoke on "The
To let T. DfWsey know
on the highways and byways and college
Crisis
of
the
College."
Friday, February 23, at 4 :30, Cotillion Charles Weidman, Doris . Humphrey and
campuses.
That we don'l care for torrid swing'
After lunch at another open meeting,
Club held its midwinter dance. All the Martha Graham. This movie was the first
We like ollrs sweet alJd slow.
'
members arrived on time with their of its type to be shown here, and was Dr. E. Marion Smith presided at a
brought in the hope that it would create round-table discussion of "The Problems
"dates" and even the stags were ready more interest il) modern dancing.
}'es, "Topics" did ils part, a"d now
of a Small Liberal Arts College." ImII'., up 10 Corks and Curls'
as the fir st downheat came. The music
ln convocation on March 7th, two mediately after this meeting, President
Roosevelt Third Term
lio.., 'boul it, Brenl-anolhe; poll
was furni shed by )ohn Locklayer and his movies will be shown which will tell us Randolph led an open discussoin of plans
Disapproved by Students
To see what kind of girlsorchestra. Kellcr, the scene of these gay something of European life as it is in for the centennial celebration of the
fcstivities, was decorated by the Junior wartime. The ~ e movies arc sponsored by founding of Hollins. At 3 :45 was held
Virginia's right conservative
the International Relations Club and the the annual closed Alumn;e Advisory
tnembers of Cotillion: .with red,. white and College. The first, called "Spanish Earth," Council meeting.
Abo .. 1 tltis liling coJled swing;
blue crepe paper 111 honor of George which was filmed by Joris Ivens, tells of
Bllt
whe" it comes 10 picking girls,
Austin, Texas, February 14- With
The Class Agent's Dinner for alumn",
Well, Ihat's anOther thillg.
\Vashington. Miss Frances Vaughn, presi- Ihe determination of the Spanish people W ilS held at the new Tea House, with
political winds already blowing in . this
election year of 1940, Franklin D. Roosedent of the club, led the intricate and iO fight for the use of the earth which Miss Uzzell presiding. Among the speakIS
much
velt finds hi mself with an ever-increasing
sustains.
The
second,
which
JYe
wonder
'Whal
Ihe
vote
wo
..
ld
be,
ers
at
this
dinner
was
Miss
Janet
Stirling.
IIlteresting figure, at the end of which
shorter, was produced by the Young As a close for this day, Mr. Robert L.
number of followers who would like to see
We reoJly would"", know;
the dates received a corsage of either
him run for a third term. But this group,
Woman's Christian Association to relate Goodale ga ve a beaut if ul organ recital
We like our girls bolh sweel and holred or white carnations. Supper was something about both the present Euroamong the rank and file of voters as well as
B ..I cOllld we call'em s/O'W'
of the music of the nineteenth century
se rved and the dance ended at 6 :30.
among college students, is still in the
I",all situation and the war itself.
composers.
-Col/ege Topics.
ounonty.

Exchange Column

I I

•

an

Foreign Problems College Problems
Shown in Movies Tackled by
Alumnae Council

Cotillion a la
Washington's
Birthday

•
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Opinions Given
By Visitors
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Roving Camera Catches Freshmen
at Work and Play on Campus

Looking
Through the
Buttonhole

Founder's Day week certainly was a
mixed up week here on H ollins campus.
In the first place, most of us found it hard
to regulate ou rselves to a holiday in the
middle o f the week. W e found our study
schedules completely upset. Then, too,
B y VAL KUNTZ
with Thur sday bei ng a holiday for W . &
L. and V . P. I., our campus was fairly
swarming with "guests." But by Saturday
we had adjusted ourselves to this abnormal Ii f e of semi-shaw-case models
Fashions, clothes, hair-do's, and fads I
and had sett led ourselves to greet our
Why, it seems that these four things rate
guests of tha t day.
m ore discussion and thought on campus
The visitors on Saturday were numerous
than a lmost any other single thing-with
and talkative. Your r oving reporter found
the exception of men, of course. But
many revealing views on sub j eets of cureven if the Turner Hall fund is lacking,
rent interest but all were not compliH ollins gi rls certainly aren't lacking in
me nt ary. Even though we may disagree
the way of cute and original clothes. Now,
we must respect the opinion of others,
take Fila and Zora, for instance. Have
so we submit to you this bug in your ear,
you ever seen either of them without a
or feather in your cap, such as it may be.
date? Fcla without an orchid? O r Zora
Bright and early Saturday mo rning we
wheli she wasn't looking simply stunning?
ran int o a brown-eyed, Southern lass
Well, if you have, then you've got the
from Arlington H a ll. Now, she had never
jump on us, because we' ve yet to see the
heard of Tri-Play Day, or the Odd-Even
day. We especially like Zora's black lace
tea m, hut she looked pretty excited about
convocation dress with its long, tightsomething, so we delved into this matter.
fitting sleeves and heart-shaped neck.
It seems that she was feeling footloose
Along with that gorgeous silver fox coat,
and fancy free after being restricted at
the combination is enough to ehange any
A . H . and she was reveling in the friendliof our eyes from wide, innocent blue to
ness of the girls here. That's the sort of
deep, dark green. And speaking of coats,
spirit we like, Lucy Moore. Do
how ahout those short, tight-fitting coats
of Pug's and Chummy's? Nice, don't 'you
back and see us again.
''Ie wandered down the halls of
think ? Also, we Freshmen have been
where many a strange but beautiful face
arguing over the exact number of
met us. Such a bevy of beautiful gi rls I
Vaughn's coats since the day we arrived,
We found Betty Roberts just unpacking
and we're still disagreeing. Will some
and between trips to the closet we manKeller Komments
kind person please settle the question and
aged a few questions. Vole a sked her what
restore peace to \Vest Building?
L ______________- - I
It seems that red has really conquered
impressed her most as she entered the
g rounds and weren't surprised to find
this
campus. So far, our two little ones,
As Butt Butt swings back and forth in
«
that it was this beautiful quadrangle with
Scotty
and Pug, and. also Winnie Hauser
her rocking chair by the vic and whistles
the library adorning one end. "However,"
have
.captured
our eyes and hearts with
thoughtfully (and on k~y), we wonder if
she went on to say, "the 'keep off the ================= she realizes what a revolutionary act it their red dresses. Did you notice how
grass' signs weren't too encouraging." "
would be if E. Campbell strolled in one nice Winnie looked on Valentine's Day
The dining room seemed next in Betty's
sunny day in something but a green with her white orchid pinned to that bright
attention, and she was very impressed
sweater? Em, honey, you're in a rut. dress? ~'e also wish Chummy would wear
with our Hollins seal and the beautiful
\'Vho' ll notice you on St. Patrick's Day? her very good- looking gabardine dress a
dome above it. Thank you, Betty, it's
Does 1fary Virginia know that she can lot more often. We like it muchly, and
close to our heart, too.
get a beautiful rise out of Upchurch by a lso it has the added attraction of being
Our next victim was Gloria Peniston,
smiling knowingly at her as she dances her own design. Speaking of · owning
In its most extensive research poll the
from Swee t Biar. The size of the campus
by ? P erhaps it annoys our chum from things, we wouldn't mind being in Roslyn
seemed to impress her the most and she Surveys has yet attempted, interviewers M cmph.i s to see freshmen hold a book Berger's shoes along with all those stunin formed us that O le Briar Patch was from coast to coast were assigned to ask with shaking hands, while they keep an ning Brooks sweaters she has. Must be
much more "spread out" and therefore this question of a mathematical cross eye on someone else's watch, light some- nice to have a department store in the
better fo r "ye o le figure." \Ve moved on section of collegians representing every one else's cigarettes with someone else's family . A few o f the other things we're
to the gym and tried in vain to get a institution of higher learning in the matches and cram for a pop. We our- simply mad f or include Libby Waterword in between "baskets." J ean M ont- nation, "Do you believe R. O. T . C. selves admit we are tickled when we see worth's black hair and eyebrows, Doris
gomery could only puff when asked to military trainlng-either compul sory cr our tiny Scottie pushing around a mere Glather's silly fuzzy pink hat and a lso
compare our campus to her own at Randy- voluntary-should be taught in colleges six feet of upperclassman.
her latest-a royal blue and r ed two-piece
and universities--or do you believe it
Mac.
After dinner, it's a slap-hap-happy time jersey outfit, straight from the fas hion
should not be taught at all ?"
The
center at Miami, these new pigtails, the
Saturday night in Keller we were
Surveys found approval everywhere, with to the tunc of "720 in the Books." The
amazed at the variety of visitors we had.
crowds gather r ound as Reba swings a fresh bow ties that Bunch, McCleskey
these variations:
.
and Amy Redfield wear once in a whileThe first one we ran across was Prent
I. Although a good majority are in mean one, and the ~oor shakes when the
not enough to suit us, Kitty Grady's r ed
Eager, a Pi Phi f rom W. & L. , who told
favor in every section of the country, the Hollins Hellions try their version of jitterearmuffs
with her dark hair, the fad oi
us that he thought our campus was very
largest number of disscnters-<lne-fifth in bugging. It 's iun, though, and we love it .
red
and
blonde
hair that is raging over
beautiful and schools o f this type cou ld
each case--was found in the East Central Life in Our college community couldn't
the
campus,
anything
and everything of
be found o nly in the south and east, which
exist without those three drags after
and West Central states. Cyn Collings, especially her super riding
is "a good point for the south and the
2. Only 4 per cent more women than break fast and ''Tuxedo Junction" to cheer
outfits, Nancy Campbell's variety of
cast." Did you know that we had a Harus on to our 8 o'c1ocks.
men a re opposed to the R. O. T. C .
coiffures, and those stunning sweaters bevard represent at ive in our midst? We
3. Military t raining is most popular in
But what could be more disillusioning 10nging to a certain Junior with ~'Dee"
did, and he was Peter Stewart, or iginally schools where it is vol un t~ry, least where
than to rush back after a super week-cnd, monogrammed on them in a ll sorts of odd
f rom Texa s. He to ld us that he didn't it is not taught at all.
sign in, grab your mail and tear to Keller, places. Last but not least, are we going to
like the "girl break" system and we
4. Of students who approve, wen. over only find it dead, damp and dreary with
let those Sweet Briar gi rls get ahead of
noticed he didn't stay long after it started. half believe it should be voluntary only.
the vic on the blink? You have to be us with their tans?
W e talked to Harrell Morris, from \ V. &
steeled to hardship to bear that and reL., about thi s system and he was very
main sane. Or, perhaps, the old music
much in fa vor of it "if you know a lot
\Ve must mention the few clever girls
box is in working order, but there are
of people." Incidentally, when we a sked
who
can avoid furnishi ng half the school
Bull Sessious Come
those ca llous souls who insist on playing
him to give his first impression of H a ll
with
their cigarettes, who can snake a
the songs that wail " I looked at the track,
Call , he replied simply enough-"L 'amour, on Air
the one going ba.ek to you" or "It's a B.lue man on Saturday gracefully, lead as well
('amour." T om McLaughlin and M ary
Col lege students are beginning to show World" in Glenn Miller's m ost melan- as follow, and know how t o escape makM oorman J ones were very amiable in their
choly manner. That glazed look creeps ing a fourth at bridge if not inclined
replies and both seemed very much im- a lively interest in the que stion. Every
int o the eyes of the Keller Athletes and toward that form of relaxation. There
pressed with "personality o f the gi rls." Saturday afternoon at 4 :00 o'clock (E. S.
their
cigarettes burn out as they suc- are those on the campus who have become
Bob \Ving, from William and Mary, ap- T. ) there is all informal "bull se ss i~n"
cumb
to
home-sickness and the blues. By d~xterous in rushing f rom the science
proves of the "girl break" as a way to under the direction o f Pennington Halle,
the
way,
we define a Keller Athlete as the hall after a class, walking through Keller
meet people. Ahmen! Preston Gra ves, who wrote the Commission's Student
gal
who
unblushingly takes at least 20 and grabbing a drag, and still making
that B. M. O. C , o f W. & L., says that Study Outline. These are broadcast over
minutes
for
her morning cigarette, re- theit class in Presser.
he doesn't approve o f the sys tem because C. B. S. stations and emanate from New
These things are trivial (although
appears at 9 :30 to r ead her mail, smokes
York,
Boston
and
San
Francisco.
At
6
:30
psychologica lly the male should be suKeller
parties and Cotillions are few
P . M . (E. S. T .) on Saturdays, C. B. S. half a pack before and after lunch,
preme. H e didn't like to be subj ected.
and
far
between and definitely appresnatches
a
quickie
at
4
P
.
M.
and
plays
W ell. we thanked the visitors very is also preseilt ing a series of talks by
ciated)
for
the highlight is the three
bridge
from
5
:30
to
7,
taking
time
out
kindly and proceeded to check o ur results . Dr. J ames T . Shotwell on the question,
annual
appearances
of Mr. E. Footnote
for
chapel
and
a
brief
session
at
the
You can see for yourselves that Tri-Play "Which Way to a Lasting Peace?" ColDowell
and
his
mastery
of the art of
library,
on
ly
to
return
at
9:30
to.
be
first
Day was a g r eat success both in the gym lege deba te teams are now discussing
jitter-bugging.
Keller,
we
salute you, oh,
in
line
for
food
.
at
10,
writing
letters
and in K eller. Let's hope we have an- different controversial aspects of the fuden of iniquity I
meanwhi
le.
ture peace.
other next year .

I
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R. O. T. C. Favored
In United States
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Choral Club Has
Eventful Month
February has been an eventful month
for the Hollins' Choral Oub, under the
able direction of Mr. Robert Goodale.
On Monday, February 19, this club was
asked to sing over the radio iti. Roanoke
on the Hollins Founder's Day program.
At this time they sang an old Highland
tune, TUTII Y c to Me, Orallges and
Lemolls, arranged by Richard Donovan,
and a Czecho-Slovakian folk song, Waters
Ripple alld Flow. They were accompanied
by Miss Nancy Ring. During the program, Mr. Goodale gave a short address
announcing the coming Founder's Dar
which was to be February 21st.
After several strenuous rehearsals the
Chora l Club sang at the Founder's Day
banquet. Following the three afterdinner speeches by Miss Mary Wil\iamson, Miss Mary Long and Miss Randolph.
they sang two selections-Fa, La, La, I
Call1lOt COlICeal It, a lively French song
by Pierre Certon, and Beautiful Dreamer,
a lovely Stephen Collins Foster composition harmonized by N. Oifford Page.
February will continue to be eventful for
tlie Choral Club, for on Thursday, February 29th, this g r oup will present a
complete convocatiol) program in the
Little Theater: The club is expecting to
sing about four teen selections. They wi\l
again be accompanied by Miss Ring.

•

Student Committee
Making Survey
The Student Curriculum Commi'ttee,
headed this year by Alice Claggett, is
making a survey of the study conditions
on campus. The committee has received
from each student a report on the number
of term papers and book reports she has
had assigned this semester, and the time .
allotted her to complete each of these
papers. The committee will ·study these
reports and submit ' its recommendations
to the Faculty Curriculum Committee.
The members of the committee this year
include : Beverly Turner, Phebe Robbins,
L isa Lindsey, Ann Kimb,all and Janet
Sicard.

Wh.e I. Coli... I I
To one arcat phrue-mabr.
college II the appnntiMship ollile.
To. us, college mqna all
this, and more, too. It
means study and racarch,
athletics and aetlvltl ..,
community living and bullsessiON, parties and performances, elasse. and
examinations, grades and
graduation. Add to these
the thousand andonc events
of a college career, and yo.,!
get the true ans'tIer to
"What is ,College?"
And to get a trUe picture
of all phases of college life,
readen of this paper get
accurate local news in our
own columns and "national
college news in picture and
paragraph" in our Collegiate Digest picture section,.
Follow Collegiate Digest's
picture parade andcomplete local neM regularly
in this newspaper.
Send your pic- ,....---.....
tures of activities on our
campus to: Col-

leal.te Dilen
Section , Mm.

capolls, MIM.
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Record Column
By Mou.v WEEKS
The sad news of Tommy Dorsey's
- change of singers must have reached
everyone by now. Jack Leonard and
Edythe Wright have left Dorsey after
years of superlative vocal romancing.
The two new recruits to his band are
Anita Boyer and Allan DeWitt, who are
featured in his latest release. Anita
Boyer's warbling of II's a Blue World
is a top rendition which couples a charming voice and a fresh loveliness offering
a pleasing substitute for Edythe Wright.
Allan DeWitt's voice, tending to make
any girl dream 0 f the one back home, is
reminiscent of his predecessor. His captivating voice is heard in the Dorsey
recording of Allgel.
Tommy's brother, J i,!,my Dorsey, recently r eleased .an ent irely instrumental
~ecording fea turing Buddy Schultz at the
drums. It's called A Mall mod His Drums
and it seems to be a top tune among the
jitter-bugs. It's not good for dignified
dancing, though-better stick to li stening.
On the back of this is Cherokee, which is
also instrume;,tal and one not to be overlooked.
Red Nichols' name came into the limelight sevebi l weeks ago when he so
cleverly jazzed the song, Poor Butterfly.
He offers a n amusing mixture of classical
and llOPular music. It, too, is more for
the ear. On the reverse side is A Pretty
Girl is Like a Melody, offering an unusually syncopated rhythm. The sax
section starts off, then Red turns loose,
converging 'sax and trumpet sections. It's
one for you to listen to and one for the
buyers not to miss . They're typical party
mus ie, too-the kind that starts you
:ounting days until Spring vacation.
Alex Templeton offers three records,
each complete with piano solo in typical
Templeton style. Ha~y and Blue falls
under ·this heading, demonstrating the
artist's sup'e rb technique, though the song
tself is rather nondescript, as illustrated
by its title . .A Ma" with a New Radio, on
the reverse side, gives an amusing mixture
of radio programs, including The Moo ....
light SOllata, Neville Olamberlain, My
Darli"g Dora, and advertisements of indigestion .remedics. We're lucky to have
his Night' and Day to listen to in Keller.
Turn it over and you'll find a musical
caricature of Three Litlle Fish,s. Templeton presents it in the Walter Damrosch
.style, converting the piece into a classic.
A truly beautiful concert arrangement
of Stardlfst with Bach trimmings at the
end fi lls half the other record while the
opera by Zeegie E lmano, Alld the A ngels
Sillg, is its mate. Alex, as usual, sings all
the parts a la Mary W ibel. Try these
Templeton ~pecia lt ies. T hey're something
new and different and if you en joy piano
solos you'll love thcm.
We've requested, hoped and ant icipated
and finally it's come true. To top a ll record ings of swing music to date, Glenn
Miller has recorded Tuxedo l1mc/iOl'. It
went on sale last week at all record
shops. I think you'll really like it. His
next recording will probably be something
slow and low for those less partial to
swing. Watch lor it, drcamers, it's all
for you.

•
Charles L. Cocke

Commeinorated •
(COlltillued from Page 1)
had need of our president, Miss Bessie
Randolph, who declared anew the aims
that all of us cherish for Hollins in the
time to come. Following the afterdinner speeches, the Choral Club sang two
songs: Foster Page's Bcall tiflll Dreamer
and Pierre Certon's Fa La La.
After dinner the faculty, student body
and guests went to the Little Theater .! o
hear a recital by Miss Genevieve Rowe.
The program was a light one of compositions by Handel, Meyerbur, Chausson
and a few other moderns.
For the traditional close of the day the
Seniors, bearing Japanese lanterns, sang
on the library steps.

Keenness of Mind
Declines Little

Swing Music
Less Popular
Among Students

" A per son:s intellectual capabilities do
not decline after he is 40, if he uses those
capabilities. The average person may
show a little decrease in speed, perhaps,
but in rea l intellectual accomplishments
no substantial decline is indicated." University of Ca li fornia's Dean Frank H .
Freeman can cite many tests to prove his
theory that keenness of mind does not
decline il; "frightening forties."

(By Student Opinion SlIl"lIryS)
Austin, Texas, Feb. 28.-Current reports that swing music has lost first place
among dancers are substantially correct,
at least among college students. They
have voted a preference for "sweet" tunes
by a two-to-one majority in a nation-wide
poll of American campuses.
"Which do you like best, swing music,
or the so-called sweet music ?" was the
question presented to a representative
sampling of collegians by the Student
Opinion Surveys of America.
From the answers they gave, it is evident that jitterbug music, which took the
country over last year, is definitely out,
for the time being anyway. Only 32
per cent declared they preferred swing,
while 66 per cent said "sweet" music like
that of the Lomba rdos and the Kings
was their favorite. A small group of 2
per cent said Hneither."
Men and women students show prl),ctically the same preferences, a lthough
there are more boys than co-eds who still
like swing. When the ballots were tabulated by sexes, these were the results:

Mell

W01lJCU

Swing ... ..........•... . 33%
Sweet. ........... . .... .. 64%
Neither. . . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. 3%

30%
69%
1%

Although the size of the majority varies
f rom section to section over the country,
swing got less than half of the votes every-"
where:
B
A
C
New England ......... . 43% 57% 0%
Middle Atlantic . ... . ... 35% 64% 170
East Central. ...... . ... 22% 75 % 3%
West Central. . . . , .. . .. 30% 68% 2%
Southern .. ... .. .. ... , . 35% 62% 3%
Far West ........... .. 33% 64% 3%
u. S. TOTAL ........ ~ 32% 66% 2%

HARVARD HAS A UNIQUE
COUECfION OF 3400 ODD
• • • PlAYING CARDs • , •

TI-IE UNIII. CF 1EXAS COLI.ECfS

HAIR

The College of the City of New York
has the largest R. O. T . C. voluntary unit
in the nation.
University of New Hampshire students
may now rent reproductions of fine picture. to decorate their rooms.

AHOYI
CaRNaL u. (.lAS FIFtY PIECES CF-EAALY

NAERJCAN F1RE-FGmNG EQUIPMENTl

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion

FALLON, Florist
ELINOR SIECK

Agenl

ROANOKE, V A.

WELCOME I
TINKER TEA HOU SE

Co,.,.ecl Dress for Women

Qcncbrr~~
'f'tlf.Lf.~i)~D_ Mf.~

College Representative

H ollills S eal Jewelry

MISS BETSY B UCKNER
Room 320, West Building

209 Jefferson Street

Kimmerling Bros., Florists

American Theatre Building

Laylna your eoane for a
eareer; Mi.. 19401' Lueky
you I Today'. job proopeels
. are b~hl for th" tr.ined
eoll.,." woman. Add Fairfield Sehool'. exeeuliv,, '
leeretarl.1 lralniD. 10 your
eoll.,." edu.eadon ••• you'll
hav" what it takes 10 aet on
the p.,...oUI
~xelu.lvely for eolle."
....duate.. Fairfield trainina
provides not only teeJmjeal
skilla hnt • thoro ..... und.,...
atandina of hualneu probleuu whieh prep....,. .....dnates 10 ...ame exeentiv"
aeeretarial du.des. with eonfidence. Unu.anaUy deetiv"
plaeemeut ..,rYlee. A~~
dve dormitory. Catafua IleDt
on request. Address: .
IIARJORIE A. LAl'IDOI'I. _
us M...Ibo....... Sl~ ...............

FAIRFIELD
---SCHOOL-

Opposite Medical Arts Bldg.

PLEASURE

HOW TO WIN BOY· FRIENDS
AND INFWENCE STAG·UNES

SEE OUR SELECfION

By Dalea Dorothy Clix

FOR YOUR READING

WE'V E JUST OPENED
OUR REDECORATED

Millinery Salon
2d Floor
105 South Jefferson Street
RoANOKE, VIRGINIA

$3.95 10 $15.00

•

1\\l\~\\\\\\tl\~\\\\\~\O\\
VISIT OUR FOUNTAINS
ROANOKE

Jj.1~~
GIFTS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS

OF THE
LATEST BOOKS

With an advance showing of
important Easter creations in
straw, felt and fabrics for
every taste.

1l£ HEADS OF FANQJS

JOB

A-swing; B-sweet; C-neither.

West Virginia University professors
have developed a new spray that will make
apples red.

F~

WM'ERS P<K> ST.A:TESMENI

LYNCHBURG

Dear Mi.. Clix: Please help me decide! Two men froni R •.•••
University (near our school) have fallen in love with me. Both
are Seniors, brilliant, all intellect. One, an entomologist,
wants me, he says, to be "his life partner in his chosen life
work" -studying the boll \\:eevil. The other is a paleontologist,
who dreams of spending his whole life in the Gobi Desert. But,
..Miss Clix, I love life, laughter, gaiety, dancing, sophisticated
people! What shall I do?
QUANDARY
Dear Quandary: I may be
wrong, but I see very little
AND HERE'S WHAT
dancing and gaiety looming up for you in the Gobi
YOU CAN DO ABOUT
Desert or the places where
you catch boll weevils.
BEAUTIFUL NAILS
Since two people-if ento.J
mologists and paleontoloBeautiful fingernails, at last, are
gists are people-have fallwithin the grasp
en for you, you must have
of every woman,
BOrnetking, and I don't mean
everywhere I Colall intellect. So why not
or them with the
devise some "protective
bewitching tones
coloration" to make your
of DURA-GLOSS,
charms visible to the munthe nail polish
dane kind of bi rd you
that's new, differentl The color
mighteasilyensnare?Why
flows on with
not try sophisticated hairamazing smoothdo's, a good perfume, and
nessl d!i ~s quickly
beautifully polished finto a Drllhant, gemgernails?
bjard lustre that

II

AND NOW, DEAR,
READ THE NEXT .
COLUMN CAREFULLVI

hlsts longer, resists chipping longer! Switch to
DURA-GWS8 I In .1Ifashion-right
colora, D URA-GL088 is only ten
cents a bottle I At cosmetic counters everywhere.
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PORT

LANTS
Whistles blew, balls bounced, people
fell-yes, you have probably guessed that
the scene of this excitement was the first
basket ball practice in the Hollins gym-'
nasiugl. So enthusiastic were the participants in striv ing to make their respective class teams, that a few girls sprained
thei r ankles, but, then, that's beside the
point. As soon as the practices got under
way, the captains of the four classes were
elected with great enthusiasm. Louise
Daniels was elected to lead the seniors,
Paige Martin, the juniors, Dot Rountree,
the sophomore team, and the freshmen
chose India Dunnington as their leader.
The practices continued until one fatal
night when the captains stood on the chairs
above the dancing crowd in Keller to announce the various teams. Those lucky
ones to have their names linked with the
1940 basket ball season .include: Bath,
Blackburn, Broadwater, Cauble, Dunnington, Daniels, Earle, Elam, Farley, Hall,
Hart, Henn, Kuntz, P. Martin, V. Martin, Metcalfe, P eters, Redfield, Hodges,
Palmer, Porter, Rountree, Rohner and
Trimble.
Well, after the suspense was over,
everyone was relieved, let me tell you.
But this relief lasted only a short while.
The inter-class games were upon us before
we had time to say Charles Lewis Cocke
Memorial Library, and they introduced a
tremendous amount of tension. The spectators, in their heartfelt attempts to support their teams, had almost as much
exercise as the players-well, not quite.
There were, however, several upperclassmen with black and blue shins as well as
wrists. But again my mind is wandering.
Now, back to the games.

YOUTHFUL CLOTHES

'are

&01 1tdness

The Freshmen and the Sophomores met
first with vicious vigor, and the latter
were the victorious . ones, although the
Freshmen did hold their own extremely
well. The stalwart Juniors then took on
ollr Freshman team and trimmed it in
spite of its spunk. Even the mighty
Seniors were forced to bow before this
still undefeated team. It was in this position that they met the yet unconquered
Sophomores. That was a never-to-be-forgott~n game, believe you me. The galleriek were packed with faithful followers, '
and the spirit was just super. The spectators went mad with excitement when
the Sophomores came across (and I don't
meal! the center line) to win. This was
certainly a "bloodless revolution." After
a ll, the Juniors had won the championship
for the last two years.
Not to change the subject, but lately
we hav'e n't noticed any stringy hair resulting from the continued usc of the
swimming pool. Remember, we do have a
pool and faci lities for badminton ahd
ping-pong-you know those three pounds
have to be lost somehow. Well, I'm off
110\r. wish the three pounds were, too.
'Bye now.

41ulBetter 7Jste
You can't mistake the extra pleasure
you get from Chesterfields.
Because of their right combination
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos,
Chesterfields give you a cooler, bettertasting and definitely milder smoke.

You can't buy .a better cigarette

TH URMAN & BOONE CO.
{(The South's Largest and
Finest Home Furnishing
Institution"

S. GALESKI OPTICAL
COMPANY
Medical Arts Building

HORNE'S
Creators of Correct Millinery

AT

MODERATE PRICES

cSAKS

Chesterfield's Twin Pleasures

By ANNE SCOTT

410 South Jefferson Street
Lingerie

Hosiery

& eOMPANY

eS'{.wrictm CliMtllrr !BwUinl

iR04IMIc~. 'V..

WE INVITE

You

TO TRY O UR

Special Luncheon at 40c
AND

.Special Dinner. at SSc
Served Daily and Sunday in Our
Terrace D ining Room and AirConditioned Coffee Shop
lO ~ I . J(H(Qlon IT.

.'j." '"

COLOnial MTIOnAI aAI1K

NO CONNECTION WITH ANY OTH E R. 8HOP

Hotel Patrick Henry
"The Meetillg Place of Roanoke"

Copyriaht 1940. UGGITT Ik MYE.~ TOM! 1'0 Co.
I

Lowest Prices on Perfumes
and Toilet Articles

PATTERSON'S
Safe Service Drug Store
Phone 9245

Smart Sportswear
Styled Right

Sweaters

Ready-to-Wear

Skirts
Blouses

• •••

308 S. Jefferson St.

Dresses, Hats, Suede lq,ckets
We Make Them r ..1ad Look LIke Ne,..

9AMQ-tbtQ,S.

FEET FIRST
Knowing that shoes set the
pace for her whole costume,
the woman who is truly smart
considers her F EET FIRST
"Beal~tiful

Shoes"-Hosiery, tool

ROANOKE
BOOK & STATIONERY CO.
211-213 First Street, S. W.
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

SPORTING GOODS
Safe CleanlDCJ for AU DeUcate Fabrtc:.

Dial 5181

'

Bouob. VL

Propst-Childress Shoe Co.
ROANOKE, VI RGINIA

Separate Jackets

••••

IndividualYet Never Expensive

Uresses
Coats

• • • •

PRINTING
STUDENT

ORGANIZATIONS

SAMUEL SPIGEL
Incorporated

Furriers

Costumers

WALTERS
Printing & Manufacturing Co.
110 Kirk Ave .. West

GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

Phone 4646

Suits

Olarge Accounts

Accessor ies

Invited

Shoes

The Stone Printing and
Manufacturing Company
PHONE

SIDNEY'S

6688

ROANOK E, VA.

(Opposite Hotel Roanoke)
p,.inters of STUDENT LIFE

HARRIET HUBBARD AVERS
RICHARD HUDNUT DuBARRY

DRUGS - PRESCRIPTIONS

H. C. BARNES, INC.
2 and 4 South Jefferson Street
Wait for Hollins Bus H e"e I

F 0,. Holidays or CltJSs
Parties Nothing More
Ap/Jro/Jri41t TJum
CLOVER BRAND .
ICE CREAM

Clover Creamery Co., Inc.

